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ABSTRACT—Young children learn selectively from reliable

rather than unreliable models. Yet the question of what

cognitive processes this early selectivity builds on remains

unanswered. One line of research suggests that rational

trait reasoning might be the basis of young children’s

selective trust, while others suggest less sophisticated pro-

cesses. In this article, we provide an overview of the devel-

opment of selective trust and introduce a new theoretical

framework to explain the seemingly divergent findings.

Young children’s selective trust can best be explained by

assuming two kinds of underlying cognitive processes: one

fast, implicit, and heuristic process that provides default

judgments, and one systematic, slow, and effortful process

that intervenes under specific circumstances. We discuss

findings in light of this framework and propose testable

predictions for research.

KEYWORDS—social cognition; selective trust; dual-process

account

In their first years of life, children learn many, if not most, skills

and facts from others. However, not all sources of information

are equally reliable, so a major challenge for young learners is

to decide from whom to learn. Recent developmental research

has documented that children do not pick up information

indiscriminately from just anyone but learn selectively from

others. For example, 3- and 4-year-olds prefer to learn words

and facts from previously accurate rather than inaccurate speak-

ers and from confident rather than uncertain models (1, 2). In

this article, we review the literature on early selective learning,

highlighting a puzzle regarding its cognitive underpinnings.

Then we propose a dual-process account to solve this puzzle

and formulate testable predictions for research.

WHAT ARE THE COGNITIVE FOUNDATIONS AND

UNDERPINNINGS OF EARLY SELECTIVE LEARNING?

Although much research has been done on selective social

learning in 2- to 5-year-olds (for reviews, see 3–5), the cognitive
foundations and underpinnings of such selective learning remain

unclear. The findings present a puzzling and seemingly incoher-

ent picture: While some research suggests that early selective

trust may reduce to basic and nonsophisticated heuristics and

biases, other evidence points to adult-like rational capacities.

Why Early Selective Trust Appears Unsophisticated

The way young children learn from others often appears to

reflect na€ıve trust rather than sophisticated reasoning: Young

children tend to generally trust others, even those who have pro-

ven consistently unreliable in the past. For example, when con-

fronted with an adult who constantly provided misinformation

about the location of a hidden object, 3-year-olds continued to

endorse her cues, even after eight trials of misinformation (6). In

similar scenarios, 2- to 4-year-olds kept following the hints of

an unreliable informant even when they conflicted with their

own experience (7), when they had an incentive to ignore the

testimony (8), and when the informant was introduced as a “big

liar” (9). These findings have been interpreted as the manifesta-

tion of young children’s bias to believe everything anyone claims

or as the result of their pursuit of social rather than epistemic

goals (such as affiliating with informants; 10, 11).

Similarly, when children face a choice between two infor-

mants, their decisions often seem to reflect superficial global
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impressions rather than sophisticated reasoning. For example,

3- to 5-year-olds selectively learn novel words from a strong,

rather than a weak, model or from an attractive, rather than an

unattractive, model (when, from an adult perspective, such

selectivity cannot be justified). Moreover, young children expect

nice models to be smart or knowledgeable ones to be nice (12–
15). These findings suggest that children’s social learning is

based on simple heuristics.

Why Early Selective Trust Appears Sophisticated

However, in other situations, young children show selective

social learning that seems to be based on sophisticated rational

inferences. When encountering two models that are competent,

each in a different area, children from age 3 selectively choose

the model with the relevant competence for the tasks at hand

(16–19). For example, when children were introduced to some-

one good at labeling toys and someone good at fixing them, they

competently chose the toy labeler to learn what a toy is called

and chose the toy fixer to have it repaired (16). Also, when chil-

dren are provided with information about two characteristics per

model (e.g., both the models’ prior accuracy and their accent),

from ages 4 to 6, children start preferring to learn from the

model skilled in the relevant characteristic (20–22). For exam-
ple, children preferred to learn new words from an accurate–un-
familiar informant rather than from an inaccurate–familiar one
(despite generally preferring familiar over unfamiliar models).

And children from age 3 competently used prior assumptions

about who had what kind of expertise (e.g., addressing questions

about food to adults and questions about toys to peers; 23).

These findings suggest that children’s selective social learning

is based on rational inferences about traits: From the observed

behavior of potential informants, children infer and ascribe

specific competencies and traits, and then choose the informants

with the trait most relevant and predictive for a given task.

These two lines of research present a puzzle: The first line

suggests that children’s selective social learning is based on

simple heuristics rather than sophisticated reasoning; the second

suggests that children of the same age use adult-like sophisti-

cated rational reasoning. How can we reconcile these seemingly

inconsistent findings? What is the real nature of children’s

selective social learning?

SOLVING THE PUZZLE: A DUAL-PROCESS ACCOUNT

To our knowledge, no account can explain this puzzle of seem-

ingly diverging findings. In particular, accounts of general cogni-

tive maturation cannot resolve it. According to such views, social

learning strategies would become more refined and sophisticated

with age and general cognitive development, and more advanced

strategies would replace less advanced ones. The empirical data

do not match such a simple picture, since children of the same

age (or even the same children) use both less and more sophisti-

cated strategies in different kinds of tasks and situations.

We propose that the solution to this puzzle is more complex.

While perhaps restricted to simple strategies early in develop-

ment, at some later point, young children use many different

strategies in their selective social learning: At times, they use

sophisticated rational processes based on trait reasoning, while

at other times, they use much simpler processes. But how do

these different processes relate to one another and what determi-

nes which cognitive strategies children use in a given situation?

This interplay of cognitive processes might be best described

by a dual-process account of selective trust. Many variations of

dual-process theories have been proposed in social and cognitive

psychology. Their common denominator is a set of assumptions

concerning the nature of two qualitatively different processes that

underlie human reasoning (24–26). Type I processes operate fast,
inflexibly, implicitly, and automatically. They are relatively inde-

pendent from cognitive resources, are phylogenetically more

ancient, and develop relatively early in ontogeny. In contrast,

Type II processes are relatively slow, flexible, and explicit. They

depend strongly on the availability of knowledge and cognitive

resources, and they develop later in phylogeny and ontogeny.

The Development and Interplay of Type I and Type II

Processes

From early in development, Type I processes operate automati-

cally and swiftly, constantly providing heuristic default judg-

ments that enable children to master some kinds of problems

(27). However, only some problems can be solved in this way.

These limits are overcome later in ontogeny when Type II pro-

cesses develop. Although initially fragile, these Type II pro-

cesses enable children, under certain circumstances, to ascribe

specific traits to agents and use these trait ascriptions flexibly in

deciding what to learn from whom. Once Type II processes have

emerged, they do not simply replace Type I processes. Rather,

the core idea of dual-process theories (in contrast to general

maturation accounts) is that both types of processes continue to

coexist in a person’s cognitive repertoire (28–30). The complex

interplay between Type I and Type II processes can be

described in terms of a broad default-interventionist structure

(25, 31): Type I processes yield heuristic default judgments that

then may either be endorsed for subsequent processing and ver-

bal/behavioral responses or overruled and overwritten by the

intervention of more sophisticated Type II processes.

Whether such Type II processes intervene and overwrite

depends on various factors. First, Type II processes depend on

general cognitive resources, such as working memory and exec-

utive function, to operate, and these may not be developed suffi-

ciently in very young children. Second, individuals need to have

these resources at their disposal (which is not the case under

conditions of cognitive load such as dual tasks). Third, the oper-

ation of specific Type II processes requires conceptual back-

ground knowledge in a given domain. Fourth, properties of the

task may facilitate or hinder the operation of Type II processes.

For example, individuals may rely more on Type I processes,
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without any intervention of Type II processes, in tasks in which

one Type I heuristic applies that yields conclusive solutions

without any conflicts with other heuristic judgments.

Dual-Process Explanations of Findings

An account based on dual-process theories can explain the

divergent findings on children’s selective trust. Specifically,

children’s early Type I processes may include at least two main

heuristics: First, as proposed by Gilbert (32) and Jaswal, Car-

rington Croft, Setia, and Cole (6), children have a tendency to

generally trust others. This general-trust heuristic may explain

why children believe an informant regardless of his or her his-

tory—especially in situations of only one agent and no potential

conflict between different agents’ testimonies (e.g., 6).

Second, when confronted with several informants with poten-

tially diverging testimonies, children may apply a trust-the-better

heuristic. This heuristic distinguishes between agents in evalua-

tive terms, but does so in broad and undifferentiated ways:

Depending on their characteristics or track record, agents are

seen as evaluatively good or bad without further distinction

between the dimensions of success or failure. The trust-the-

better heuristic is in line with findings that document children’s

wide generalizations based on global impressions (e.g., 12, 13).

When children perceive that one model outperformed another in

one aspect (e.g., strength), they preferred the first for all tasks,

even when the competence displayed was irrelevant to the task

(e.g., word learning).

However, such Type I processes can be overwritten. In partic-

ular, once children have the requisite conceptual background

knowledge and general cognitive resources, the type of task mat-

ters. When children are confronted with a problem for which

their Type I heuristics provide no unique solution, children’s

more sophisticated Type II processes intervene. For example,

when children encounter two informants with a positive track

record in different domains, Type II processes may intervene

and yield judgments based on inferences about relevant traits

rather than global evaluations. This claim fits with findings that

from around ages 3 to 5, children can evaluate competence and

draw rational inferences in tasks with two agents who are simi-

larly competent but in different domains (e.g., 18, 19).

More Direct Support for a Dual-Process Account of

Selective Trust

Recent studies provide more direct support for the dual-process

account. One study tested directly whether the property of the

tasks affected the type of process or strategy children applied

(33). Children were confronted with two tasks that were struc-

turally similar yet differed in one theoretically crucial respect.

In one task, children encountered two models that differed in

degree of competence on one dimension (strong vs. weak or

accurate vs. inaccurate), and were asked to judge who was good

at strength-related problems (e.g., lifting a heavy dumbbell) and

who was good at knowledge-related problems (e.g., knowing the

names of novel objects). Across age and irrespective of their

general cognitive capacities (e.g., executive function), children

chose in line with a trust-the-better-heuristic and preferred the

more competent model for all kinds of problems, including

those unrelated to the actual competence of the model (choosing

the stronger model for knowledge problems or the accurate

model for strength problems). In contrast, in a second task, the

same children encountered two models that were both highly

competent but in different domains (i.e., strong vs. knowledge-

able), and again, had to judge who was good at strength and

knowledge problems. Since neither model could be evaluated

as globally more successful, a trust-the-better-heuristic is incon-

clusive and predicts chance performance. But in these cases,

children rationally selected the model whose specific compe-

tence was most relevant for a given problem (i.e., the knowl-

edgeable model for knowledge problems and the strong model

for strength problems), suggesting that the children used Type

II processes.

Children’s decisions in this type of task also showed some of

the other signatures associated with Type II processes. First,

rational (Type II) inferences about potential models and their

specific competencies require conceptual background knowl-

edge about the relevant domains and abilities (34). In line with

this, children’s rational choice between two models competent

in different domains depended on their explicit knowledge about

the underlying traits: At the end of the test, children were asked

explicit trait questions about the models (“Who is smart?”

“Who is strong?”). Only children who answered correctly chose

models selectively in line with their relevant attributes, which

fits the pattern of Type II responses. In contrast, children who

erred on these questions chose models at chance levels, which

fits the pattern of Type I responses (19, 33).

Furthermore, Type II (but not Type I) processes develop with

age and depend on general cognitive resources (28, 31). In line

with this assumption, older children answered rationally more fre-

quently (similar to 35), as did children with more advanced execu-

tive functions when the choice was between two models

competent in different domains (but not when heuristic answers

were conclusive, i.e., when the choice was between two models

who differed in competence in one domain; 33). These results can-

not be explained by cognitive maturation alone, which would lead

rational processes to replace less rational heuristic ones. In fact,

the findings show that heuristic and more rational strategies coex-

ist and are used by the same individuals at the same time in dif-

ferent contexts: Even older children and children with advanced

executive function who solved some tasks by rational trait-based

inferences reverted to heuristic answers in other contexts. Thus,

these patterns are in line with a dual-process account.

Relations between children’s age and cognitive effort and

their rational Type II decisions are also seen in tasks in which

children encountered a single, unreliable informant (7, 36) or

unreliable hints provided by a mechanical device (a color light

signal; 37). In these situations, many children used a general
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trust heuristic and endorsed information provided by the unreli-

able source, despite its history of inaccuracy (Type I process).

However, some children succeeded in resisting the bias to trust

and disregarded the advice given after the source had repeatedly

proven inaccurate, suggesting that Type II process intervened.

These successful individuals were children with advanced exec-

utive function and older children. Again, these results can be

explained by a default-interventionist architecture: Children ini-

tially trust others indiscriminately by default, yet this initial bias

can be overridden and children can distrust an unreliable infor-

mant (32) once the requisite general cognitive resources (e.g.,

executive function) are available.

PREDICTIONS AND QUESTIONS FOR RESEARCH

In our view, a dual-process account presents a promising frame-

work for describing and explaining the cognitive and develop-

mental foundations of children’s selective trust. It may broaden

the perspective on selective trust, and reveal connections and

parallels to other areas of development, such as theory of mind, in

which dual-process theories have advanced the debate (30). This

framework also allows us to make predictions about the structure

and development of children’s and adults’ selective trust.

The core idea of dual-process theories is that Type I and Type

II processes differ in their representational capacities, with the

former having clear signature limits relative to the latter: Some

of the problems that can be solved with Type II processes can

also be mastered with Type I processes, but others cannot. And

the same limits of Type I processes can be observed in different

circumstances: either when Type II processes are not (yet) avail-

able in principle, or when Type II process are available in prin-

ciple but acutely blocked from application. For example, a

recent dual-process account of theory of mind (30) assumes sig-

nature limits such that Type I processes are restricted to Level I

perspective-taking tasks, but cannot be applied to Level II tasks.

Research suggests that these signature limits apply in similar

ways to young children (in principle) and, under certain circum-

stances of limited cognitive resources, to older children and

adults (38, 39).

A dual-process account of selective trust would predict that

Type I processes enable individuals to solve some selective trust

problems yet reveal clear signature limits that manifest them-

selves in the same way for the following cases: young children

who do not yet have trait-based Type II processes; children who

have Type II strategies available in principle, but cannot apply

them in a given domain because they lack the requisite concep-

tual knowledge or general cognitive resources; and adults whose

cognitive resources are taxed (e.g., under time pressure or con-

ditions of dual-task performance; see 40, 41). In addition, chil-

dren’s and adults’ responses based on simple heuristics should

show the general signature characteristic of Type I processes.

For example, compared to Type II solutions, individuals should

generally give such Type I responses more quickly, but be less

capable of complementing them with explicit justifications and

explanations (25, 42).

In other areas of cognitive development, such systematic and

interrelated predictions derived from dual-process accounts have

led to new research and advances. Similarly, we hope the

predictions from the dual-process account we have proposed will

help inspire systematic research and further our understanding

of the development of selective trust and its cognitive

underpinnings.

From a theoretical point of view, a fundamental question for

research is how to distinguish Type I and Type II processes

more precisely. One possibility is that different kinds of pro-

cesses map onto categorically distinct and functionally separa-

ble cognitive systems that operate independently, as proposed

by two-system accounts (30). Another is that the different kinds

of processes may reflect complementary strategies that differ in

their ontogenetic onset yet operate in parallel in context-sensi-

tive ways across the lifespan, as proposed in overlapping waves

theory and related models (43). From a practical point of view,

such research may also have important ramifications for the

design of educational and other interventions. A deeper under-

standing of the scopes and limits of Type I processes may inform

intervention programs tailored to improve decision making by

overcoming the shortcomings and detrimental effects of heuris-

tics in contexts in which they misfire.
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